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Conclusion The new educational initiatives on infusing IT and thinking 
It i s  evident in both premier and neighbourhood skills into lessons were introduced only in late 1990s. It 
that attempts were made to change pedagogical practices takes time for teachers to experiment and practise the 
to incorporate group work, peer discussion and questions infusion of thinking skills and IT into their lessons. Unless 
to stimulate thinking. However, the progress was and the teachers can internalise the thinking skills and feel 
the classroom was teacher dominated. Fusion of IT confident in using IT software, changes in classroom 

into mathematics lessons was not very evident even in the practices may not be revolutionary. 

premier school. 


Application in the Diagnosis of Diseased Tissues 

This research project reports investigations of light 
propagation in the tissue by Monte Carlo modelling, 
induced autofluorescence spectroscopy and the 
dynamics of autofluorescencedecay in normal and tumour 
human colonic tissues. Two instrumentation systems were 
developedtoadvancethis research. model was 
developed to further improve the understanding of 
macroscopic spectroscopic measurements. 

A laser-basedfibre-optic spectrofluorimetric system was 
developed to study the steady-state and time-resolved 

spectroscopy of in vitro human colonic 
tissues using visibleexcitationwavelengthsranging from 420 
to 670 Several distinctive features of macroscopic 
spectral propertiesof normal andtumour tissues were found 
and analysed i n  detail. The fluorescence lifetimes of 
abnormal colonic tissues were foundto shorter than 
of normal tissues, suggesting the occurrence of an 
enhancementof non-radiativerelaxation as tissueprogresses 
from normal to the pre-malignant and the malignant states. 
A diagnostic algorithm based on the ratio of 
intensities at 550 to that at 630 or 680 nm was found to 

be able to distinguish colonic tumours from normal tissues 
with a high degree of sensitivity and specificity. This 
diagnostic criterion may form a basis for a new surveillance 
technique(guidedbiopsy) for patients with tumour colonic 
tissues. 

The spectrofluorimetric system was extended to 
study the photobleaching process of in 
normal and tumour human colonic tissues in vitro during 
continuous exposure to laser light. The effects of exposure 
time and intensityon thebehaviourof the autofluorescence 
decays were investigated in detail. The dynamics of 
autofluorescence in colonic tissues were 
found to fallow a double exponential function, with the fast 
decay term correspondingto and 
a decay term representing the submucosa 
photobleaching from deeper tissue layers. 

Chee 

A rnicrospectrophotometric(MSP) system was developed to 
further investigate microscopic spectral properties and 
images of autofluorescence emissions in human colonic 
tissues under the excitation of laser light at 442 nm. The 
microscopic properties on structures, 
fluorophores micro-distributions and intrinsic fluorescence 
spectra in individual tissue layers in the were obtained. 
The differencesin the microscopic characteristicsof normal 
and tumour tissues were investigatedona microscopic level. 
The data on intrinsic fluorescencemicroscopyand imaging 
and histological Organisation of colonic tissue provide a 
basis for the explanation of macroscopic 
in vitro or in 

A five-layer colon optical model (epithelium, lamina 
muscularis submucosa, muscularis was 

based on the data obtained, namely, (a) the 
histological structures of tissues, (b) the microscopic 

distributions in the tissue, the intrinsic 
fluorescence model also uses the published 
optical parameters of colonic tissue. Using this theoretical 
model, the fractional contribution of the tissue 
in the colon to total measured autofluorescencesignal was 

found to be which was very close to the 
coefficient value of obtained in 

experiments. Moreover, the 
autofluorescence spectrum was also reconstructed 
theoretically according to the new model. This simulated 
autofluorescence spectrum agrees with the 
experimental spectra. Thegoodagreement 
between the experimental and the theoretical results 
indicates that the quantitative relationships between 
microscopic properties of colonic tissue and the 
macroscopic autofluorescence measurements have been 
establishedby this theoretical modelling. 

The results of this project provide a solid foundation for 
understanding the macroscopic and microscopic spectral 
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characteristicsof laser-i nd uced autofluorescence of human 
colonic tissues, and elucidating the effects of tissue optics 
on the macroscopic autofluorescence measurements. 
Moreover, the results are also useful to aid in  the 
interpretation of the underlying mechanisms by which the 
laser-induced autofluorescence spectroscopy is used 
to tissues from normal study 
'forms the foundation for developing an optimum algorithm 
for the implementation of a system for colonic 
endoscopy. Further research on the endoscopic 
autofluorescence imaging of colonic tissues is now in 
progress in our laboratory. The results from the investigations 

have been used to upgrade the Biophysics module 
in areas concerning laser applications in medicine. The 
experimentation systems of the project provide practical 
activities for (Biophysics)course as well as for Advanced 
Postgraduate Diploma in Life Science course. 

Team Members: Tek Chee (Principal Investigator), 
Diong Hoong, Huang Zhiwei, Kay, Francis 
Seow 

This study was supported by the Academic Research Fund 

Mathematics Exploration 

Zhao, 
 Cheng Ang, Gerald Cheang, Rosalind Phang andWee Tang 

The Learning Mathematics Through Exploration and 
Connection project was approved by Research Fund 
Allocation Committeeon 5 August 1998 and completed in 
March 2001 were nine colleagues from Mathematics 
and Mathematics Education Academic Group who 
participated in this research project. 

There were two main objectives for this project. 

i to provide a good set of standardizedteachingmaterials 
on the internet which could be used by lecturers and 
students. These materials be integrated with other 
useful materials; 

i i  to create a good environment for the use of computer 
algebra system that would enable students to better 
appreciate mathematics through simulations and 
exploratory examples and exercises. 

During the period of 1997 to 2001, at the National Institute 
of Education there were six different Mathematics 
content modules taught to first and second year 
students. These modules provided students with the basic 
definitions, theorems, algorithms and skills for proof and 
computation. Basic commands for Maple were also 
at the very beginning. Most of the more advanced modules 
have these basic modules as pre-requisites. Although there 
was a prescribedsyllabus far each module, there could be 
considerabledifferences between what i s  taughtby different 
lecturers. Furthermore, a lecturer couldpossibly repeat what 
was taught in an earlier module. It is also not uncommon 
for students at advanced levels to claim that they were not 
taughtcertain topics or concepts thatwere supposedto have 
been taught in the pre-requisite modules. 

Many such problems arise because of a lack of a set of 
reasonably detailed and standardized notes that are easily 
accessible.We believe that an ideal solution is to put these 
notes onto a so that both lecturers and students 
can access them at any time. Furthermore, advancedstudents 
may need to refer to the many theorems or 
algorithms introducedin the modules. It would 
be very time consumingfor students to look up several books 
simply to understandone concept or theorem. Having such 

will help these students retrieve past year 
notes more easily and quickly. 

In the coupleof years, aComputer Algebra System 
namely Maple, was used in  the teaching of some 
fundamental and advanced We found that the use 
of Maple enhanced the students' understanding of the 
concepts. A well-designedsampleMaple worksheetprovides 
students with new opportunitiesto explore the mathematics 
on their own. One way to facilitate such is to 
attach relatedMaple worksheetsto the noteson the 
so that the users can open the worksheetsimmediately after 
reading about the concepts or theorems. 

The Project 
In the light of the above-mentionedbenefits, we embarked 
on a project to establish a system that contains sets of first 
and second year undergraduate mathematics notes in  
reasonable detail. These notes were linked within each 
individual module as well as between different modules. 
Maple worksheets were also attached to notes wherever 
appropriate. One of the major decisions that we made 
concerned the platform to be used to present the notes 
online. While HTML might seem the most logical, popular 
and convenient choice for publishing text and graphics 
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